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Let D be an integral domain with identity having quotient field K. By an 
overring of D we mean any domain between D and K. By a quotient ring 
of D we mean an overring of D of the form D, for some nonempty multi- 
plicative system N contained in D - (0). We say D, is a prime quotient ring 
of D if N = D - P for some proper prime ideal P of D and, following the 
notation of [IO, p. 2281, we write Dp = D, in this case. We say that D has 
the QR-property if each overring of D is a quotient ring of D [4]. If for each 
maximal ideal M of D, D, is a rank-one discrete valuation ring, then D is 
almost Dedekind. If A is the set of maximal ideals of D, we say D has property 
(#) if for A, and A, distinct subsets of A we have flpGd Dp # &a Dp . 
In [3], it was conjectured that an almost-Dedekind domaik need not *have 
property (#). The validity of this conjecture is established here by Theorem 
3, which states that an almost-Dedekind domain satisfying property (#) is a 
Dedekind domain. In Section 1 we consider property (#) in an arbitrary 
integral domain D with identity. In Section 2 we consider the case in which D 
is a Priifer domain. The examples of Section 3 show that the results obtained 
are, in most cases, the best possible. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON PROPERTY (#) 
In this section D denotes an integral domain with identity having quotient 
field K and A denotes the set of maximal ideals of D. We consider conse- 
quences of property (#) on D. 
LEMMA 1. D has property (#) if and onZy iffor P E A and Ap = A - {PI, 
n Dw$ DP. MEAp 
Proof. The condition is obviously necessary in order that D have property 
(#). And if the condition holds, let d, and A, be distinct subsets of A, say, 
____- 
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PEAR -A,. Then DP 1 flMEd,&, but DP $ fhdpDM c fh,$~. 
Consequently fh,,D~ $ h,& . In particular, fh,,,D, f fL,& 
and D has property (#). 
LEMMA 2. If for PEA, P $ (JMMEdpM, then D has property (#). 
Proof. If p E P - UMEdpM, the l/p E (nMGdpDM) - Dp . Thus D has 
property (#) by Lemma 1. 
For D one-dimensional, the condition that P $ n,,,?M is equivalent 
to P’s being the radical of a principal ideal, or to the condition that there is a 
P-primary ideal of D which is principal. Thus by taking D to be a Dedekind 
domain whose class group is not a torsion group [cf. 4, p. 102; 9, p. 1461, 
we see that the conditions of Lemma 2 are not necessary in order that D 
have property (#). But for D having the QR-property they are necessary 
as is shown by the following result. 
LEMMA 3. If D has the QR-property, if {Pa} is a set of proper prime ideals 
of D and if P is a proper prime distinct from each P, , the statements “P G u P,” 
and “Dp 2 fi Dp ” are equivalent. 
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 2 we have shown that if Dp 2 nDp then 
P c UP= . The converse follows immediately from Proposition 1.2 if [4]. 
COROLLARY 1. If D has the QR-property and is one-dimensional, then D 
has property (#) if and only if each maximal ideal of D is the radical of a 
principal ideal. 
Corollary 1 shows that for a wide class of almost-Dedekind domains J, 
J has property (#) if and only if J is Dedekind. This result will be proved 
in general by Theorem 3. Namely, let J be the integral closure of 2 in an 
infinite algebraic number field K. K can be expressed as the union of an 
ascending sequence of finite algebraic number fields; K = UK< , and 
J = UZ, where Zi , the integral closure of Z in Ki , is well known to be a 
Dedekind domain with a finite class group, hence a domain with the QR- 
property [2, p. 2001, [4, p. 1001. Thus J is one-dimensional and has the 
QR-property [4, p. 991. Consequently, if J is almost Dedekind and has 
property (#) then Corollary 1 shows that if M is maximal in J, (m) is M- 
primary for some m E M. By Theorem 1 of [3], (m) = Mk for some positive 
integer K so that M is invertible, Then by a well-known result of Nakano 
[7], J is Dedekind. 
Remark. By Corollary 1.4 of [Z], J obtained as above is almost Dedekind 
if and only if no maximal ideal of J is idempotent. In [8], Nakano gives 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the sequence {&} in order that J 
contain no indempotent maximal ideals. 
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2. PRIER DOMAINS AND PROPERTY (#) 
Our notation in this section is as in the first section except that here we 
always require that D be a Priifer domain. The principal result of the section 
is Theorem 3 which shows that if D is almost Dedekind and has property 
(#) then D is Dedekind. 0 ur fi rst result is a generalization to Prtifer domains 
of Theorem 4 of [3]. Only part (i) of Theorem 1 is used in the remainder 
of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose D’ is an overring of D, and let Q be the set of prime 
ideals P of D such that PD’ C D’. Then 
(i) If M is a maximal ideal of D’ and if P = M n D, then Dp = DM’ 
and M = PDr n D’. Therefore D’ is Prtifer. 
(ii) For P a proper prime ideal of D, P E Sz if and only if Dp 2 D’. Further, 
D’ = fl~enD~. 
(iii) If A’ is an ideal of D’ and if A = A’ r\ D, then A’ = AD’. 
(iv) W’IPER is the set of proper prime ideals of D’. 
Proof. In (i) we have DM’ = D~I-~ 2 Dhep 2 DDep = Dp . Since 
Dp is a valuation ring, DM’ is also a valuation ring and in fact DM’ = 
(Dr)o for some prime ideal Q of Dp . Hence Q = P,Dp for some prime ideal 
P, E P and DM’ = (Dp)p,op = Dr, [IO, pp. 223-2311. Therefore MD,’ = 
P,Op and P,=P,D,IInD=MD,‘nD=(MD,‘nD’)nD=Mn 
D’ == P. Thus DM’ = Dp and M = MDM’ n D’ = PDr n D’ as asserted. 
The proof of (ii) follows by a slight modification of the proof of part (c) 
of Theorem 4 of [3]. Also the proof in [3] shows that (iv) is valid as soon as 
(ii) and (iii) hold. Hence to complete the proof we establish (iii). We may 
assume (0) C A’ C D’. Obviously AD’ c A’. Now A’ = n (A’DL n D’), 
M, running over all maximal ideals of D’ [II, p. 941. If P, = M, h D we 
have Dh = Dp by (i). Hence if x E A’D; = A’D, , then x = al/v for 
some a’ “E A’, V”E D - P, . But A’ G Dp “so a’ = i/u for some a E D, 
UED -P,. We then have a = a’u E 2 n D = A and x = a/uv E 
ADp, = AD’D, = AD’DL . We conclude that A’DL = AD’D$ for 
each OL SO that A”: = n (A’DL= n 0’) = n (AD’Dk= n D/y = AD’. a 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose D is one-dimensional. If D has property (#), 
so does each overring of D. 
Proof. Let D’ be an overring of D, let M be maximal in D’ and let {M,} 
be the set of maximal ideals distinct from M. If P = M n D and P, = M, n 
D, then {P, P,) E d since D is one-dimensional. Theorem 1 ‘shows that the 
ideals P, P, , Pa are distinct for 01# 8, that DM’ = Dr, and that D& = Dr I 0 
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for all 01. Since D has property (#) we then have DM’ = Dp $ n Dp, = 
n?kla. 
LEMMA 4. Let D* be the integral closure of D in L, an algebraic extension 
of K. Then 
(a) D* is Ptifer. 
(b) if P is prime in D, if P* is prime in D*, and if v and v* are the valuations 
of K and L, respectively, associated with the valuation rings Dp and D$ , 
respectively, the concepts “v extends 9’ and “P* lies over P” are equivalent. 
(c) if L is of Jinite degree over K, there are only finitely many primes of D * 
lying over a given prime P of D. 
Proof. (a) is proved by Krull in [5, p. 5551; (b) follows from Lemma 1 
of [II, p. 241; then (c) follows from (b) and Corollary 4 [II, p. 271. 
LEMMA 5. Let v be a valuation of a field L, with valuation ring D, and let 
{Li}z”,, be an ascending sequence of finite algebraic extensions of Lo . Let F = 
UZ& , let 9 = WA,~ be the set of valuations of F which are extensions of 
v, and let FA be the valuation ring associated with vA . In order that for each 
AEA we have FA $, fi u +A F,, , it is necessary and suf&Gmt that 9’ be fkite. 
Proof. If Y = {Vi , V, ,..., V,} is finite, then because F is algebraic 
over Lo , Y is an independent set of valuations. That Fi $ nizi Fi for each 
i then follows from the approximation theorem for independent valuations 
[II, p. 411. 
Now suppose Y is not a finite set. v has only finitely many extensions 
wll Y-*-P Wlk, to L, and for X E A, vA is an extension of some wij . Hence there 
exists an extension wi of v to L, such that w1 has infinitely many extensions 
to F. By induction we obtain a sequence {wi}& such that for each i, wi is a 
valuation on Li having infinitely many extensions to F and such that for 
i < j, wi is an extension of wi to Lj . The sequence {wi}& then defines a 
unique valuation w on F such that wi is the restriction of w to Li for all i. 
We show that F, 2 nuAfu, FA . Thus let x EF -F,,, . For some integer i 
we then have x E L( -F, ; hence wi(x) < 0. By assumption there exists 
an extension vA of wi to F distinct from w. Hence vA(x) = wi(x) < 0 so 
x 4 noA+,,, FA , implying our desired conclusion. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose D is one-dimensional and has property (#). Let 
J be the integral closure of D in L, an algebraic extension of K which may be 
expressed as an ascending union of finite algebraic extensions of K. Then J has 
property (#) if and only if for each maximal ideal M of D, there are only 
Jinitely many maximal ideals of J lying over M. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4, J is one-dimentional and Priifer. Hence if M is a 
maximal ideal of 1 there is associated with JM a valuation w, of L. Similarly, 
for P maximal in D there is a valuation q of K associated with Dp . By 
Lemma 4, M n D = P if and only if w, extends v, . Lemma 5 then shows 
that if J has property (#) each We must have only finitely many extensions 
to L. Hence for P maximal in D, there can be only finitely many maximal 
ideals of J lying over P. 
Conversely, if each maximal ideal of D lies under only finitely many 
maximal ideals of J, let M be maximal in J and let M1 ,..., M, be the other 
maximal ideals of J lying over P = M n D. If {Ma} is the set of all other 
maximal ideals of J and if {P,} is the set of maximal ideals of D distinct 
from P, then Dp $ n Dps by hypothesis on D. Hence if x E (n Dpg) - Dp , 
then x E JIM - 07 JM) N ow M p fly=1 Mi SO we choose t E (fly=, n/l,) 
- M. Since wMi has rank one for each i, there exists a positive integer 
K such that wMi(tk) > - wM6(x) for each i. For such a K we then have 
t”x E (n JM,) n (0 JM) tkx $ JM . C onsequently, J has property (#). 
LEMMA 6. Suppose D is one-dimensional. A sujEcient condition in order 
that D have property (#) is that each maximal ideal of D contain an element 
which is contained in only jinitely many maximal ideals of D. 
Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of the converse of Corollary 3. 
Let M be a maximal ideal of D and let (Mm} = A - {M}. Let v be the 
valuation associated with D, and v, the valuation associated with DM . 
Let m be a nonzero element of M which is contained in only finitely mazy 
maximal ideals of D distinct from M. Let this set be (M,>zl. Then for 
t E (nzr Mi) - M and for a suitably chosen positive integer k we have 
va(tk/m) 3 0 for each 01 while v(tk/m) = -w(m) < 0. Hence t”/m E (n DMa) - 
D, and D has property (#) as asserted. 
Note. Example 1 of Section 3 shows that a one-dimensional Priifer 
domain in which each nonunit is contained in only finitely many maximal 
ideals need not be almost Dedekind. 
Before proving Theorem 2 we establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose D is one-dimensional and that the Jacobson radical 
of D is nonzero. If A = {Ma} and if M, E A is the radical of an ideal with two 
generators, then there exists m, E M, such that 1 - m, E MB for each /3 # (Y. 
Proof. Let x be a nonzero element of the Jacobson radical of D. If V~ 
is the valuation associated with DMe for each /I, then v,~(z) > 0 for each fi. 
By hypothesis, there exist u, t E M, such that M, = l/(u, t). Since wrr has 
rank one, there is an integer n such that v~(u”) > w,(x), w*(P) > w,(x). 
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Then if B = (t”, @, x), 1/B = Ma and the minimum q-value of an 
element of B is v,(x). Now x E B and B is invertible since D is Priifer. Thus 
(x) = AB for some ideal A of D. A is also invertible so that v, attains its 
minimal value on A, which in this case must be zero because of our observa- 
tion regarding the u,-values of elements of B. That is, A $ M, . Yet for 
/3 # 01, AB = (x) c M, while B $ MB . It follows that A 5 &+Mp. 
We choose a E A - Mm. Since Ma is maximal m, + da = 1 for some 
m,EMm,dED.Thenfor/I#oi, l-mm,=da~Mfi. 
LEMMA 8. Let R be a commutative ring with identity e and let C = {M,},,, 
be the set of maximal ideals of R. If f or each MA E C there exists m, E M, such 
that e - m, E fl ,ZrM,, , then A is a j%ite set. 
Proof. Suppose (1 is not finite. Then there exists a well-ordering < of 
/I under which /l has no largest element. Then for h E (1 we define A, = 
(la, AMp . By hypothesis, e - m, E A, - MA for each X. Hence {AA}A,,, 
is a chain of proper ideals of R. Then A = u A, is again a proper ideal 
of R since e 4 A. But by choice of A, , A is not contained in any maximal 
ideal of R, a contradiction. Hence /l is finite as asserted. 
THEOREM 2. If D is one-dimensional nd if A = {MB}, then given M, E A, 
these statements are equivalent. 
(a> DMz 8 n@ +DM~ . 
(b) M, is the radical of an ideal with two generators. 
(c) M, is the radical of a jinitely generated ideal. 
Proof. (a)+(b): Let A’ = {MA} = A - {M,}, let vfi be the valuation 
associated with DMp for each j3. Since DM 2 n DMh , there exist a, b ED 
such that v,(a) < v,(b) and VA(a) > v,(b) For each h. Hence v,Jb/a) > 0 and 
b/aE M,D, ; say b/a = s/t where s E M, , t E D - M, . Then v=(t) = 
0 < v~(s) and VA(t) > v~(s) for each h. We now let Q’ be the set of MA’s 
which contain s and we let Sz = Q’ u {M,}. D is the set of maximal ideals 
of D containing s. We note that if PEA and if P c UTEn T, then P EQ. 
For if P $ Q-that is, if s $ P, then p + ds = 1 for some p E P, d E D. It then 
follows that p $ T for T E Q. Whence p E P - (&o T). This observation 
shows that if N = D - (UTER T) and if D’ = DN , then {TD’},, is the 
set of maximal ideals of D’. D’ is one-dimensional Priifer by Theorem 1 and 
D’ M&D , = h- !2 nrdkDf = n,,, DT by hypothesis. Also if M, ESZ, 
DM@ = Q&D, cL implies vs is the valuation associated with DhflDr . For each 
such M, E 52’ we then have q(t) > q(s) > 0 while vu(s) > v=(t) = 0. This 
then implies, as in the proof of Lemma 7 and as previously shown in this 
proof, that there exists u E M,D’ - ((JTEs), TD’). There is no loss of generality 
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in assuming u E M, . We now show that the ideal B = (s, U) in D has radical 
Mu. Clearly B E M, . If M,, E A’ - Sz’, then s # MA so B $ M, . Moreover, 
if M, E Sz’, then u 4 M,D’, implying u # MA , again implying B $ MA . 
Therefore d/B = M, , and (b) holds. 
Obviously (b) + (c). 
(c)-+(b): We suppose M, = d/B where B = (b, , b, ,,.., b,). Since B 
is invertible, B 3 BM, . Thus if b E B - BM, then B2 + (b) = [B2 + (b)]B-lB 
= [B + (b)B-l]B. Hence [B2 + (b)] : B 3 B + B-l(b) and since b $ M,B, 
B-l(b) $ M, . Then z/B + B-l(b) 3 M, ; therefore B + B-l(b) = 
[B2 + (b)] : B = D, and B = B2 + (b). Hence for each bi , there exist 
aij E B, ri E D such that 
b, = i a,jbj + YOU! 
j=l 
or such that Cy=, (ai, - a,j)bj = rid. 
If 11 Sij - aij 11 = u is the determinant of this system, then from Cramer’s 
rule we have ubj E (d) for each j. But u is of the form 1 - t for some t E B 
so that we have bj - bjt E (d) for each j. Consequently, B = (t, d) and 
(b) holds. 
(b)-+(a): We suppose M, = l/(r, s) and we fix x E M, , x # 0. If {M,} 
is the set of maximal ideals of D which contain X, if N = D - (u M,), 
and if D’ = D, , D’ is one-dimensional Priifer and {M,D’} is the set of 
maximal ideals of D’. Hence the Jacobson radical of D’ contains the nonzero 
element x and M,D’ = l/(r, s)D’. Lemma 8 then shows that there exists 
t, E M, , 71 E N such that t.Jn E M,D’, (n - Q/n = 1 - (t&z) E M,D’ for 
each Y # 01. Thus t, E M, - (nTzuMT) and n- t, E (&+M?) - M, . 
These observations imply that in D” = D;,om , {MrD”}T+a is the set of 
maximal ideals. Further n - t, E fJ.zaM,.Dffp~lz/xD” since x is contained 
in each M, . Therefore (n - t,)” E xD” for some positive integer k, so that 
(n - Q/x = 6 ED”. Consequently, v,.(t) > 0 for each M,. containing X, 
Y # 01. And if x $ Mb E A, clearly r+(f) > 0. Moreover, w,(t) = kv,(n - t,) - 
Q(X) = -V,(X) < 0. We then have 5 E (ne+ DMo) - DMa and (a) is valid. 
Remark. That (c) implies (b) in Theorem 2 is a special case of the following 
more general result: 
If A is an invertible ideal of J, an integral domain with identity, if {Ma} 
is the collection of maximal ideals of j containing A, and if A 3 U AM,, 
then A has a basis of two elements. In particular, if A is primary for a maximal 
ideal, A has a basis of two elements. 
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THEOREM 3. If D is almost Dedekind and has property (#), D is a Dedekind 
domain. 
PYOOJ Let M be maximal in D. By Theorem 2, there exist u, v E D such 
that l/(u, v) = M. Hence (u, v) is M-p rimary, and therefore a power of M: 
(u, v) = M”[3, p. 8131. S ince D is almost Dedekind, (u, v) is invertible and 
hence M is also invertible. Therefore D is Dedekind as asserted. 
Note. Theorem 2, Lemma 7, and Lemma 8 imply that if D is one- 
dimensional and has property (#), th en each nonunit of D is contained in 
only finitely many maximal ideals of D. Hence the conditions of Lemma 6 
also are necessary in order that a one-dimensional Prtifer domain have 
property (#I. 
3. EXAMPLES 
The first of the following examples exhibits a one-dimensional Priifer 
domain with infinitely many prime ideals having property (#) which is not 
almost Dedekind. The second exhibits an almost Dedekind domain such 
that all but one of its maximal ideals is the radical of a principal ideal, but 
such that the domain is not Dedekind. 
Example 1. Let A be the domain of all algebraic integers and let{pi}& 
be the sequence of primes of 2. For each i choose a maximal ideal Mi of A 
lying over p,Z, let iV = A - (ULr Mi), and let Ji = A,. A may be ex- 
pressed as the union of an ascending sequence of Dedekind domains with 
finite class groups; hence A is one-dimensional and has the QR-property. 
Consequently, Jr has these same two properties. It is straightforward to 
check that (MJ,}~=“=, is the set of maximal ideals of J1 and that each nonunit 
of Ji is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals. Hence Lemma 6 
shows that Jr has property (#). But each maximal ideal of A is known to be 
idempotent, and this property carries over to Ji . Hence Ji is not almost 
Dedekind [3, p. 8141. 
Example 2. Denote by r the field of rational numbers and let (pi}& 
be the sequence of positive primes in 2. We denote by wi a primitive pith 
root of unity for each i, and we let L = F(wl , wz ,...). Nakano showed in 
[8, pp. 426-4271 that the integral closure J of 2 in L is an almost-Dedekind 
domain which is not Dedekind. He further shows that given p a fixed prime 
of 2, there is an ascending sequence (Li}& of finite algebraic extensions of r 
such that L = uT=r Li and such that the following holds: there exists a fixed 
positive integer t such that in Zi , the integral closure of 2 in Li , pZi = 
tp*lpi2 ... Pz,J where the Pii are distinct maximal ideals of Zi and where 
Pij decomposes into a product of at least two distinct primes in Z,+i for all 
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j. These conditions imply that the following construction is possible: Let w be 
the p-adic valuation of r. There exist distinct extensions vr and wr of v to 
L, . We let p1 be any extension of w1 to L. There exist distinct extensions 
v2 and w2 of vl to L, . Let pa be any extension of ws to L, etc. Let Mi be the 
center of pi on J and let M = uF=r Vi where Vi is the center of vi on Zi . 
We let N = J - (& Mi) and we let Jz = JN . Since J is almost 
Dedekind, so is Jz . We next show that {MJ2, Mi Jz} is the collection of 
maximal ideals of Jz . Thus suppose Q is a maximal ideal of J such that 
Q c uzI Mi . Then for any j, Q n Zi c UTcl (Mi n Zi). For j > i, pj 
extends vi . Hence {Mi n Z,}& = {Ml n Zj , ***, Mj+l n Z,}, the latter 
enumeration being into distinct maximal ideals. Thus Q n Zj = M, n Zj 
for some r. Since pi is the unique extension of wi to L which is finite on Jz , 
it is apparent that if for some j, Q n Zi = MT n Zj where Y < j + 1, then 
QnZj=MPnZjf or all j and Q = (&r Q n Zj) = (U& M, n Zj) = 
M, . But if Q n Zj = Mj+l n Zi for all j, then Q = Uj”=r Mj+l n Zi = 
yy2Vj = Me Th is proves our assertion concerning the maximal ideals 
Because Mi n Z,+r $ Vi+r u (Uj+i Mj n Zi+l), MC $ MU (Uj+i Jfj). 
Therefore Mi Jz is the radical of a principal ideal for each i. Finally we note 
that if x E M, then for some j, x E Vi. Hence x E Mt for all t > j. Hence x 
is contained in infinitely many prime ideals of J2, and Jz is not Dedekind. 
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